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Sorry about the fish oil… 
Of course, it is haunted. Irene spoke as if she had been there before. 
That’s great. How am I meant to sleep? Rubi thought as her heart raced. Suddenly, feeling 
leaden, her body gave over to physical exhaustion. She went to a corner of the hut curled up 
and sank into a daunting sleep. 
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HIGH FALLS 
 
This way Lily. It really is tops. I always come here.  
Miguel skips ahead to nab his favourite spot in the Delta Terminal. It has exclusive views of 
the runway and the New York City skyline. He orders a cabernet and a toasted ham panini. 
My Americano coffee comes in a tall paper cup. Perched side-by-side on high seats at a long 
bench, I wait for a beetroot and mandarin salad with pine nuts. Maybe it’s almonds. Either 
way it’s classy fare for an airport. A few crumbs are all that’s left. He pushes the plate aside. A 
watercolour session begins. Lonely single seater booths fill up with barrel-bellied travellers. I 
slowly cut and nibble at my beetroot pieces, which I am trying to pretend have satisfied me. I 
feel niggles of boredom. Miguel sketches. Pen outlines first. Then the aeroplane is dashed 
with a bold red and then a bright blue stripe against the grey tarmac. I take a slug of his red 
wine and offer an opinion on the opacity of the colour wash. I sound like a pathetic art 
teacher. Three excited adolescents in navy uniforms glance over at the activity, hardly puzzled 
at what I am thinking is an odd role reversal. Anyway, how come these kids are on their own?  
 
Miguel is a Gold Member (an apt attribute I reckon). He is upgraded to business class. 
Sitting at a garden table at High Falls, Delta customer service is on the end of the cordless 
phone. Mick insists that I receive the same honour. Hardly worth the trouble for a five-hour 
flight. We are allowed on the plane first. I’ve never been in business class. When I sit down, 
it’s all too conspicuously segregated. I feel eyes half-staring at us. Economy passengers shuffle 
past. Boarding instructions are ignored. The aisle crams. Rotund women in bright floral 
prints shove each other down the passage. Swollen hide bags, rotund men and painted women 
squabble in the wrangle for space. I worry about how we look and who might be remarking 
on us. I want to tell everyone, of course we aren’t rich! I hope the bluff isn’t working. Is can’t 
be good to flaunt wealth in Colombia. You’d be begging for a kidnapping. But I’ve promised 
not to let paranoia win on this trip. Across the aisle, Miguel pulls a buffoon face. I lighten up. 
He leans over joking that it’s always like this on the flight to Bogotá, Chaos is the Colombian 
way.  
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The Penguin Classics edition of Mill on the Floss is more than eight centimetres thick. So it 
should be, right? It’s an epic. Miguel reads comfortably and just a bit smugly in his empty 
row. I have the company of a Colombian power professional wearing a crisp blue shirt and 
shiny cufflinks. His Blackberry as a loudhailer, the man makes loud commands for the benefit 
of both his subordinate on the end of the line and for the rows of passengers within earshot, 
all of whom, with the true conviction of a megalomaniac, he evidently presumes will 
appreciate his status. This performance continues well after the attendant tells him to stop, 
and for at least five minutes into being airborne. I wonder if it’s a farce. I reckon he could be 
talking to himself, that there’s no one on the end of the line. His performance gives me some 
insight into the 22 days to come. I start to appreciate but never fully grasp the Colombian 
fabrication of reality. 
 
Jotting down these thoughts, I ignore the shifty elbow and hopeful glances of my attention-
deficient companion. He does not like being corner and is trying to start a conversation. I 
bury my head in writing. Miguel has a nice Moleskin journal, which he confesses is 
pretentious but essential. Besides the liberal arts of conversation and memory, the book, the 
pen and the camera are the most important tools of the anthropologist’s trade. Almost twenty 
years ago, I’d kept copious diaries as an eager first-time traveller in Europe. What a jumped 
up woman I’d become. Comparing my trivial diaries to Miguel’s incredible undertaking. I was 
renewing the practice dutifully, though in a cheap college-ruled notebook I’d picked up for 
less than two dollars in Rite Aid on the corner of Broadway and 111th Street.  
 
It’s my first morning at High Falls. The sun is dancing on the stony stream running past the 
front door of Miguel’s place in upstate New York, a 63-mile tributary of the Hudson River 
called Rondout Creek. Miguel has taken his ritual out-of-doors bath and is working the table 
out in the morning sun. I set up there too, putting down a copy of Walter Benjamin’s 
Trauerspiel I’ve found upstairs, a cup of black coffee and my laptop. Miguel peers over the 
thin black rim of his specs. He looks askance. I know the silent question. Will she talk too 
much? It’s hard to resist the odd remark. I’ve come a fucking long way and we’ve only spent 
two afternoons together. And that was more than a year ago. He’s sweet about it, like I’m a 
pesky but cherished kid. I am working too. I have an essay due in a week’s time, when we’ll be 
in Colombia, so I have to write it now.  
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Oh, I’ll take you to the bungalow. A hell of a lot of books were written up there. He says, waving a 
hand in the direction of a steep rise behind the house. I’m keen to go, even if it’s a ploy to get 
rid of me. What young writer wouldn’t be inspired? Miguel makes up a big flask of coffee and 
tosses it into a cloth bag, along with some tap water in a greasy mineral water bottle. I slip the 
books, computer and a power cable into another bag and we set off down the unsealed road. I 
imagine a cabin on top of a mountain. Will I be stuck up there all day? But it’s all a puerile 
fantasy because only a hundred metres down the driveway Miguel bounds over a muddy 
gutter onto an overgrown path. Rutted steps mount the hill, my rubber soled flip-flops slip on 
the wet retainer logs. Miguel is a goat; I am a mule. I fear that this allegory might endure. It’s 
only another few metres before I see the bungalow. Soft ferns conceal the track at the top. 
Scuffing his on the slats of the narrow veranda, Miguel pulls out a key on a tattered piece of 
string. The flyscreens rusty springs creak. Inside, the space is dank, still cool under the 
morning shade of the towering oak trees that counsel the river. It’s a perfect four-metre square 
timber room, with open rafters suspended beneath a single pitched roof. Three sash windows 
let in the canopy’s golden light, one being just above a built-in table that overlooks the river. 
There’s a peeling grey file cabinet, a cast-iron potbelly stove and a hammock intersecting the 
other half of the cabin. Miguel glances at the old confidante as it swings a little in our 
company.  
Righte-o. Miguel announces. I’ll see you later. Dunny paper’s there on the cabinet. 
 
Its air is familiar. Dad had a study on top of our house in Abbotsford. It too was timber lined. 
Dad’s room had superior comforts though, including a big Persian rug, shelves filled with 
thousands of books, deep armchairs for reading and a close-to-drained bottle of Dimple 
whiskey above an unused sink. I remember the bottle because the glass form followed its 
content, wearing a cheeky indent that made me smile even though I had no idea its amber 
liquid was consumed for the same effect.  
 
I push aside a few old coloured pencils scattered over the bungalow desk, making way for the 
tools of my trade. Everything is arranged and I’m just about ready to get to work, except that 
the air is musty. The latch takes a moment to undo but the window easily sashays open, and a 
warm breeze curls the edges of some yellowed newspaper clippings, bringing with it the 
babbling sound of Rondout Creek below. As the water streams past, I can feel timelines and 
bloodlines flooding in, and I am swimming in the smell, sound and tactility of the books 
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written right there, all those words churning around waiting to be fished out from the stream 
of consciousness.  
 
Marcel Proust wrote a lot about waking up but I’m fascinated with the other edge of reason, 
the one that I slip into as I fall asleep. Writing is tiring but try just having flown all the way 
from Melbourne: leaving home at 3am, landing in Auckland, then another leg to Los 
Angeles, waiting five hours for a connection and upon arriving at JFK taking a cab into 
Manhattan for dinner, then catching a Greyhound bus two and half hours away to High 
Falls. A good few hours’ work has been done but my wits have dulled with the rising 
temperature. The hammock beckons. I lay above the river. Time flows without restraint and I 
can feel my bloodline again. I’ve had no period for six months but one came on the bus. As I 
rock back and forth and the pangs in my uterus subside. But desire and the river muddy each 
other down at the house. I feel apprehensive. I know I am caught between love and writing. 
But that’s why I came to New York. Drifting in the rhythm of the hammock, I’m swinging 
between these lives.  
 
The shrimps in the salad glow under Miguel’s reading light. He chows down. The hyper-
executive is sullen. Bach’s Piano Concerto Number Two in C minor funnels though the 
earphones. It springs over the scales yet I’m plunging helplessly into a dark continent. I’ve 
made a Darwinian mental collage of Colombia, cobbled together from bold-type headlines 
and colour travel brochures. Scenes bulging with ascendant plant world forces (and pythons), 
the struggle of a nation to supersede its corrupted self; death as the evolutionary link for both 
carnivorous nature and colonial exploitation. But I’m not afraid. I’ve made a choice. I have 
chosen to pursue what felt like destiny, in other words, the most exciting path. It was in 
March. I went to his hypnotic lecture. One month later Miguel’s first email described the joys 
of Rondout Creek, a good metaphor for our sentiments. A year later, we’d kept up our 
correspondence but only with seasonal intensities of the tributary, sometimes profound and at 
others babbling. I had a brainwave: perhaps we could work on something, his river and mine, 
coming together?  
Well, why don’t you come to Colombia? he said. Then you’d get to see the Timbiqui, my river. 
Since then, I’ve imagined that waterway snaking through the tangled mangroves. I’ve pictured 
its daily ingestion and expulsion of the Atlantic Ocean’s tides.  
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The zealot is tapping fanatically on his keyboard. Engrossed in his screen world, he refuses all 
food. I’ve eaten the salty nuts and the same prawn salad as Miguel, with One Thousand 
Island Dressing, an ideal accompaniment for shrimps on holiday. The sun plunges behind a 
heavy bank of clouds. Its orange light burdens the condensed grey layers of cloud, and the last 
flames are snuffed, the day ending farther away from the description on this page than ever.  
 
Maria della Rosario has just moved into a small apartment on Riverside Park. It’s six flights 
up to her place.  
She doesn’t cook but I think her friend does – thank gawd – maybe he’s her boyfriend. I don’t know.  
It’s my second night in New York City, and at least something of the old tenement block is 
rendered in the sags of the lino staircase. All the other buildings in the area are too posh. 
Maria della Rosario’s father, or maybe it’s her uncle, he is one of the Davilas, one of the most 
powerful families in Colombia. They own most of the coastal land below the mountains of 
the Kogi people. Maria della Rosario is talking about the radical changes in access to sacred 
sites – that the family desire the blessing of the Kogi, believing that it is essential for their 
business. The Kogi women have been meeting the landowners’ wives, fostering a mutual 
understanding through the social bonds of shared womanhood, their children, food and men. 
Maria della Rosario she tells us how funny the old Kogi shamans are tearing down the 
mountain on Davida motorbikes. Wrapped in thick ponchos, it’s an absurdity to see 
traditional outfits adapted to punky attitudes.  
 
False Positives, Miguel says are what they call the corpses of murdered civilians. False 
Positives get dressed up to look like guerrilla, to raise the paramilitary’s body count, which in 
turn raises their pay. Is that writhing sensation desire? I close my eyes: how can I talk about 
feeling outside love? It has been at least four years since I have been able to let anyone love 
me. Up until a year ago, I had admired how a man could speak of writing as himself. I wanted 
that ego too but to write like that I had to unify. Dam or let it go its own devious way, taking 
you with it. I’ve always craved the company of men who write. I have loved four of them: 
John, Justin and Miguel make three, and dad is the fourth but of course the first. Working at 
University taught me to use a resilient voice, an indomitable voice. But I was no closer to the 
himself that I am yet cannot be. And when my stomach turns, it’s one thing but my uterine 
cavity is a fathomless, uncontrollable zone. It could flood at any time. It expels its own flesh. 
A sign of death; my death. I try to sleep. I’m inside a dark room. A little bit of light passes 
through its translucent walls. They are dark red. A spike pushes through. I have fallen from 






